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ABSTRACT 

Supper alloy plays anessential roles in many bu
complex features of good thermal properties &
traditional engineering processes is difficult due to the high melting point and hardness. The 
Wire/cable EDM is an unusual/non
hard & tough materials like Inconel 625. In this paper an 
effects of parameters such as the 
cutting rate. Taguchi’s L9 orthogonal
then a change analysis (ANOVA
and their involvement to the level of cutting. It is found that the elimination of th
(pulse/+ve on time) and time of elimination
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INTRODUCTION 

Wire EDM is a versatile fabrication process widely used to easily produce complex two
three-dimensional shapes. It is capable 
materials despite its toughness 
process in which a solder is extracted between the working piece 

Figure 1

As a result of this sparkling process, materials are melted and evaporated. In wire EDM there 
is not anystraightinteraction b/w
negligible. Wire used is made of copper, bronze, tungsten or zinc with a diameter of 0.05
0.301 mm. Deionized water is usually used as a cutting fluid that removes the nozzle from the 
cutting area and also cools the work
material is detached/removed from the 
represents the WEDM process. 
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roles in many business tools. Inconel 625 is 1
thermal properties & good metal features. Machining with 

traditional engineering processes is difficult due to the high melting point and hardness. The 
/non-conventional engineering method that is heavily used for 

materials like Inconel 625. In this paper an effort has been made to 
effects of parameters such as the like pulse on time,& pulse off time & peak current on the 

Taguchi’s L9 orthogonal/perpendicular array has been selected as test design and 
then a change analysis (ANOVA tool) was carried out to determine the important boundaries 

to the level of cutting. It is found that the elimination of th
and time of elimination (pulse/+veoff time) greatly affect the cutting rate. 

Supper alloy, Inconel 625, EDM wire, ANOVA 

Wire EDM is a versatile fabrication process widely used to easily produce complex two
dimensional shapes. It is capable to machine/processing all electrically conductive 

 and rigidity. It is a thermo-electrical machining
process in which a solder is extracted between the working piece & a wire/cable 

1. Representation of WEDM procedure 

process, materials are melted and evaporated. In wire EDM there 
/w the electrode & a working piece, so mechanical pressure is 

negligible. Wire used is made of copper, bronze, tungsten or zinc with a diameter of 0.05
mm. Deionized water is usually used as a cutting fluid that removes the nozzle from the 

cutting area and also cools the workpiece. Wire works as a cathode &works as anode; and 
from the anode with a spark milling tool [1]–
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good metal features. Machining with 
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has been made to consider the 
peak current on the 

selected as test design and 
) was carried out to determine the important boundaries 

to the level of cutting. It is found that the elimination of the time 
ect the cutting rate.  

Wire EDM is a versatile fabrication process widely used to easily produce complex two- and 
all electrically conductive 

electrical machining/working 
 electrode.  

 

process, materials are melted and evaporated. In wire EDM there 
a working piece, so mechanical pressure is 

negligible. Wire used is made of copper, bronze, tungsten or zinc with a diameter of 0.051 - 
mm. Deionized water is usually used as a cutting fluid that removes the nozzle from the 

works as anode; and 
–[3]. Figure 1 
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Inconel 625 and its application

The Inconel 625 plate of 80mm x 80mm x 10mm was used as the task for this study. Most 
engineering material today operates under an aggressive environment where operating 
temperatures can be around 1000 
metals. Inconel-625 is one of such backbone that is 
aircraft engine components such as turbine blades, aircraft 
systems, because of its exclusive

All in all, the nickel based alloy mesh is an excellent chromium alloy and is renowned for its 
high tensile, fatigue & creep strength
outstanding erosion resistance[4]
material. 

Figure 2

Analysis & Discussion of Results

Trials were performed employing
parameters on the cutting rate. The average value of cutting rate (raw da
for every level of all factors were also calculated. The prime
shown in Figure 3. It is published from 

Figure 3.  Main Effects plot for cutting rate (Raw Data)

The rising season increases the 
emission energy increases with increasing pulse in time leading to increased cutting speed. 
But when the quantity of time goes down, the rate of cut will decrease. This is because the 
time between two rattles was increasing with more leisure time causing a decrease in cut rate. 
The peak impact of the cut-off rate is minimal.

CONCLUSION 

Inconel 625 and its application 

of 80mm x 80mm x 10mm was used as the task for this study. Most 
engineering material today operates under an aggressive environment where operating 
emperatures can be around 1000 0C, which is much beyond the boundaries of 

625 is one of such backbone that is broadlyemployed in the aviation industry, 
aircraft engine components such as turbine blades, aircraft ducting systems, engine exhaust 

exclusive comparison of mechanical, physical & chemical properties. 

All in all, the nickel based alloy mesh is an excellent chromium alloy and is renowned for its 
& creep strength properties, oxidation protection, excellent weldability 

[4]–[10]. Figure 2gives the chemical combination of the 

2. Chemical composition of Inconel 625 

esults 

employing the Taguchi tactic to determine the effect of 
parameters on the cutting rate. The average value of cutting rate (raw data) and the S / N ratio 

s were also calculated. The prime effects plots (raw data
. It is published from Figure 3. 

.  Main Effects plot for cutting rate (Raw Data) 

The rising season increases the frequency of cutting, too. This is because of
emission energy increases with increasing pulse in time leading to increased cutting speed. 

of time goes down, the rate of cut will decrease. This is because the 
time between two rattles was increasing with more leisure time causing a decrease in cut rate. 

off rate is minimal. 
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to determine the effect of various 
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cutting, too. This is because of the fact that 
emission energy increases with increasing pulse in time leading to increased cutting speed. 

of time goes down, the rate of cut will decrease. This is because the 
time between two rattles was increasing with more leisure time causing a decrease in cut rate. 
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The following conclusions may be drawn from the study:  

1. The pulse on time and pulse off time have a substantial effect on cut rate.  

2. The pulse on time has a pulse of 68.15% while pulse off time contributes 20.57% in 
controlling the cutoff rate as given in ANOVA for raw documents.  

3. As a pulse on time increases or pulse off time decreases, the rate of metal removing is also 
increasing. The peak time has little effect on the rate of cutting.  

4. Pulse on time has a 74.32% cut-off time while the transmission time (pulse of time) has a 
24.62% add-on rate on a cutting rate as revealed in the S / N ratio analysis. 

5. Pulse on time and pulse off time are important in both ANOV As, so they affect both the 
average value and the difference around cutting rate. 
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